Information learned in one situation often fails to transfer to a similarly structured situation. However, prior findings suggest that comparing two or more instances that embody the same principle can promote abstraction of a schema that can be transferred to new situations. In two lines of research, we examined the effects of analogical encoding on knowledge transfer in negotiation situations. In Experiment 1, undergraduates were more likely to propose optimal negotiation strategies and less likely to propose compromises (a suboptimal strategy) when they received analogy training. In Experiment 2, graduate management students who drew an analogy from two cases were nearly three times more likely to incorporate the strategy from the training cases into their negotiations than were students given the same cases separately. For both novices and experienced participants, the comparison process can be an efficient means of abstracting principles for later application.
, for reviews). For example, Gick & Holyoak (1980 ) explored people's ability to solve Duncker's (1945) radiation problem. The problem is how to use a ray to destroy a patient's tumor, given that the ray at full strength will destroy the healthy tissue en route to the tumor. Only about 10% of the people solve this problem. Gick and Holyoak asked whether performance would improve if the participants were given an analogous problem prior to being given the radiation problem. In the analogous problem, a general needs to capture a fortress but is prevented from making a frontal attack by the entire army. One solution is to divide the army and converge on the fortress from many sides. An analogous solution is possible for the radiation problem: one can converge on the tumor with lowstrength rays from multiple sides. The results were striki ng. Even when given the tumor problem immediately after the fortress problem, only 41% of the participants spontaneously applied the convergence solution to the tumor problem. Yet when simply told to "think about the earlier problem," the participants' solution rate rose to around 85%. The participants had retained the knowledge but had failed to access it when given an analogous situation. Applying previously learned knowledge to new situations appears to be surprisingly difficult.
There is evidence that similarity-based retrieval from memory occurs most reliably by surface similarity, not by deep analogical similarity. When people encounter a new situation or problem, they are reminded not of prior problems with the same underlying relations and causal structure, but of problems with the same surface features (Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993; Ross, 1987 Ross, , 1989a . In a systematic study of retrieval, Gentner, Rattermann, and Forbus gave people a set of stories and later tested for remindings, given probe stories. The probe stories could match on surface features (e.g., setting and objects), on higher order relational structure (e.g., causal
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Copyright 1999 Psychonomic Society, Inc. plot structure), on both, or on neither. Gentner et al. (1993) found a clear dissociation. Only stories containing surface feature matches were likely to be recalled (55% of the time, as compared with 12% of the time for recall based on purely analogical matches). However, only relational matches were rated as being useful for making inferences. Likewise, Ross (1987 Ross ( , 1989a Ross ( , 1989b found that people attempting to solve mathematics problems were most often reminded of previously learned examples with surface similarities, rather than of examples with common structure. Thus, the abstract knowledge embedded in prior examples is often not accessed, despite the fact that, once it is called to attention, people regard it to be helpful (Forbus, Gentner, & Law, 1995; Gentner & Landers, 1985; Gentner et al., 1993; Gick & Holyoak, 1980 Holyoak & Koh, 1987; Reeves & Weisberg, 1 994; Ross, 1987 Ross, , 1989a .
The previous examples showed that surface similarity matches predominate in novices' memory retrievals. Novick (1988; Novick & Holyoak, 1991) found that experts were able to retrieve more relational matches than were novices, as measured by their increased likelihood of transfer. Forbus et al. (1995) speculated that experts show an improvement in transfer owing to the consistency with which they represent problems, particularly through encoding relations uniformly across contexts. Using the same relational terms across problems facilitates retrieval on the basis of common relations (Clement, Mawby, & Giles, 1994) .
If relational similarity between the probe and the stored item increases the likelihood of analogical transfer, appropriate transfer can be promoted by making the relational structure explicit during the original encoding. One method for doing this is to induce a comparison with another relationally similar item during the study phase. According to Gentner and Markman (1997) , comparison entails a structural alignment and mapping process that highlights the similar aspects of the two examples (see, also, Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993) . Focusing on shared aspects between examples promotes the abstraction of a common relational structure that can then be stored as a schema. There is evidence that people draw such abstractions readily in the process of maki ng comparisons (e.g., Brown, Kane, & Echols, 1986; Lassaline & Murphy, 1996 , 1998 Markman & Gentner, 1993) and that this process facilitates subsequent relational transfer (Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996; Loewenstein & Gentner, 1997 Ross, 1987; Ross & Kennedy, 1990) . These findings suggest that analogical encoding encoding that results from processing two analoguesfosters knowledge transfer to subsequent situations with similar relational structures. If so, we can promote transfer by inducing appropriate comparisons.
Prior research has focused on a somewhat circumscribed range of tasks and problems, such as mathematics problem solving and laboratory recall tasks. In order to study analogical encoding in rich domains and realworld settings, we focused on negotiation, an everyday task that is, nonetheless, intricate and difficult (Thompson, 1998) . Negotiation is a domain that intrinsically possesses a high level of real-world richness. If our hypothesis is correct, transfer of learned negotiation strategies requires that the abstract principles that underlie successful negotiation be accessed and adapted to vastly different contexts. By its very richness, negotiation thus poses a challenge to an account of cross-domain analogizing.
Another advantage of negotiation, from our point of view, is that the skills of good negotiation appear to be nonobvious. People often make suboptimal negotiation agreements in which the maximal potential gains are not realized by either party. Consider the case of lose-lose outcomes: Fifty percent of the negotiators fail to realize that they have perfectly compatible interests with the other party, and 20% of the pairs fail to settle on the value that both parties prefer (Thompson & Hrebec, 1996) . Thompson and Hrebec noted that the cost of poor negotiating can range from as little as a few lost hours to as much as millions of lost dollars. Worse, even seasoned executives often have little intuition for when they have failed to negotiate effectively. Often, when their mistakes are revealed to them, students feel that they understand fully, yet go on to repeat their errors in subsequent negotiations.
A related advantage of negotiation is that participants are highly motivated to do well. Professional managers are especially motivated to learn to negotiate effectively. At Northwestern University's Kellogg School of Management alone, roughly 900 masters of management students and 600 executives annually pay thousands of doll ars to learn how to negotiate. In our second experiment, we drew on this population.
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
We will describe two lines of research that address whether and how comparison during instruction can promote subsequent transfer. In both approaches, we compared the transfer ability of people who received analogi cal comparisons during learning with that of people who did not. The first line of research could be described as a maximal intervention. This approach was designed to lead participants explicitly through the steps of a comparison.
In the second line of research, which could be described as a minimal intervention, the only variable was whether participants were instructed to make a comparison. Two negotiation strategies were studied. The first is called a tradeoff, also known as logrolling in the negotiation literature (Froman & Cohen, 1970 The second principle is called a contingency contract (Lax & Sebenius, 1986) . Contingency contracts capitalize on parties' differing expectations regarding the outcome of a future event. Each party is willing to proceed with an agreement by stating terms for the outcome each thinks will occur, thereby minimizing risk and maximizing expected outcomes. For instance, a producer and a theater owner are at an impasse over negotiating costs associated with mounting a new production: The producer predicts sold-out shows and demands a correspondingly high price, whereas the theater owner has more modest expectations and, thereby, wishes to minimize costs. Rather than compromising on a midpoint between their i nitial proposals, they can agree that the producer will get 60% of the revenues if more than 90,000 seats are sold, but only 40% of the revenues if fewer seats are sold. Both negotiation strategies deal with the nonobvious task of integrative bargaining. The tradeoff and contingency contract principles maximize individual parties' i nterests, as well as joint gain. However, these useful principles rarely occur to people during ordinary negotiation situations. Instead, the most common solution is the compromise solution in which parties make concessions to arrive at a middle ground on each issue in conflict.
Our first studies tested transfer of both the tradeoff and the contingency contract principles. Experiment 1 A was designed to assess participants' baseline tendency to generate compromise, tradeoff, and contingency contract solutions. Experiment I B was a test of the role of comparison in transfer, using a maximal training method. Experiments 1 A and 1 B had two phases: a training phase and a test phase. All the participants in these experiments read two negotiations during the training phase-one involving a tradeoff and one involving a contingency contract. The test phase consisted of an incomplete negotiation that could be completed by using either principle. The participants were given two opportunities to write completions for the test negotiation and, thus, could have transferred knowledge gained from both prior stories. Our prediction was that the participants would only transfer a negotiation strategy if they had compared multiple examples of that strategy during the learning phase.
EXPERIMENT IA Baseline
Method Participants. The participants were 16 undergraduates at Northwestern University, who received course credit in psychology.
Materials and Procedure. Packets were generated containing three two-to three-page transcripts of negotiations. There were two study transcripts: (1) an example of the tradeoff principle, written i n the context of a job negotiation between a student and an employer, and (2) an example of the contingency contract' principle, written in the context of a computer purchase by a student from a used computer salesman. The test transcript was left incomplete, so that ANALOGICAL ENCODING 588 either principle could be used to solve the negotiation, and was written in the context of a lease negotiation by a student and a landlord. The participants first read one of the study transcripts, answered comprehension checks to ensure that they understood the negotiation, and wrote a summary of the negotiation. The participants then read the second study transcript, answered comprehension checks, and wrote a summary. Finally, the participants read the test transcript and went through a series of questions. First, they wrote a completion that they deemed fair to both parties. Next, they were asked if they had recalled the earlier negotiations they had read. Finally, they were prompted to write another completion to the negotiation and, if they could, to say whether it was a better solution than their first attempt. This allowed the participants to write both tradeoff and contingency contract solutions, if they saw connections between both study cases and the test problem, or to write one of these solutions, if they only realized it could be used after being asked about their recall.
Results and Conclusions
The participants nearly exclusively wrote compromises. Fully 15 of the 16 participants (94%) wrote at least one compromise solution for their negotiation completions. Only 3 of the 16 participants (19%) wrote a completion using the tradeoff principle (2 of them prior to the question on their recall, and 1 afterwards), and none of the participants wrote a completion using the contingency contract principle. The fact that the participants still wrote compromises immediately after reading examples of the tradeoff and contingency contract solutions attests to the strength of compromise as a default negotiation settlement.
Despite the fact that the participants seldom used the negotiation strategies from the study cases to provide an answer to the test negotiation, a majority (10/16, or 63%) of the participants said they were reminded of at least one of the previous cases; of this group, most (8/10, or 80%) were reminded of the tradeoff negotiation. Among this group, 3 participants actually did write tradeoffs; however, it may be overly generous to attribute a strong link between their reminding and their solution, since 5 other participants had the same reminding but failed to generate a tradeoff solution. Asking the reminding questions appeared to have little influence on the participants' use of the previous cases. One participant did write a tradeoff after the recall question, but 5 other participants wrote new compromise conclusions. The 10 remaining participants wrote either nothing or the same agreement they had written the first time. These results suggest that the participants were not strongly reminded of the initial cases in meaningful ways, since they failed to use the sol utions in those cases to solve the test problem. This result supports previous research showing little spontaneous use of a prior example when solving an analogous problem (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Ross, 1987) .
EXPERIMENT 1B Maximal Analogy Training
Given that simply reading and summarizing negotiations that illustrated tradeoff and contingency contract principles were insufficient for transfer, we investigated analogical encoding. In Experiment 113, we devised a maximal analogy intervention in order to give the participants strong support for learning either tradeoffs or contingency contracts. Our prediction was that instructing undergraduates to compare multiple examples should facilitate their transferring the studied strategy to the test negotiation. To demonstrate that the gain was specific to the principle for which the participants received analogies and was not the result of some overall facilitation, we gave half the participants training on the tradeoff principle and the other half training on the contingency contract principle. We predicted that the participants would exceed baseline performance in their negotiation completions only for the strategy for which they had received analogy training.
Method
Participants. The participants were 32 undergraduates at Northwestern University from the same population as that used in Experi ment 1 A. Half the participants were randomly assigned to the tradeoff condition, the other half to the contingency contract condition.
Materials and Procedure. The materials and procedure were similar to those of Experiment IA. The major difference was that, in the present experiment, the participants received intense analogy training after reading the second negotiation, instead of writing a summary. The analogy training consisted of (1) a definition of the principle, (2) an analogy presented with accompanying diagrams, (3) a second analogy presented in paragraph form, and (4) a mapping task that required stating correspondences between the second analogue and the study negotiation (see Appendix A for an example). Thus, every attempt was made to encourage students to make explicit comparisons between the study negotiation and other examples of the negotiation principle.
Results and Conclusions
As was predicted, analogy training led to increased use of the appropriate negotiation principles. The benefits were specific to training: Only the participants receiving analogy training for a principle wrote appreciable numbers of completions using that principle (Table 1) . Of the 16 participants in the tradeoff condition, 6 (38%; 5 before the recall question and 1 after) used the tradeoff principle in a completion, and only 1 (6%; after having already written a tradeoff completion) used the contingency contract principle. One participant failed to produce a clear completion, and the remaining 9 partici pants wrote compromises for their completions (56%). Of the 16 participants in the contingency contract analogies condition, 11 (69%; 7 before the recall question and Analogy training led to an above-baseline use of tradeoffs: participants produced 38% tradeoffs in the tradeoff condition, as compared with 19% in the contingency contract condition and 19% in Experiment IA. The same was true for contingency contracts: 69%, as compared with 6% and 0%, respectively. A Fisher's exact test showed a significant association between type of training and type of response (p <.001). Thus, analogy training appears to have increased transfer specifically for those strategies for which people received analogies. The difference bet ween the number of tradeoff completions made in the tradeoff condition and the number made in the contingency contract condition was not significant by a sign test, but the difference between the number of contingency contract completions was (p = .006).
2 Another way of looking at the results is to note that 50% of the participants in Experiment 1 B transferred the solution they were taught, as opposed to 19% in the baseline study (Experi ment 1 A). We conclude, first, that there is a default compromise bias and, second, that intensive analogy training leads to a gain in preference for the alternative negotiation strategy that was taught.
These results are encouraging for the position that comparison during learning can improve the likelihood of later abstract transfer in the domain of negotiation. However, this study, like much of the prior research on analogical transfer, concerned transfer within an academic context, using paper-and-pencil tasks. In the next study, we wanted to take on the more general problem of transfer from "bookish" contexts to real-world interactions. Another goal was to investigate a more minimal intervention. The training intervention in Experiment I B was rather strenuous. In Experiment 2, we asked whether positive transfer could be achieved under more natural circumstances. All the participants received the same information, but only some were encouraged to make a comparison.
EXPERIMENT 2
Receiving pairs of examples has often proven effective for later transfer (Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Reeves & Weisberg, 1994; Ross & Kennedy, 1990) and was arguably the main factor in the success of the analogy training in Experiment 1 B. The first goal of our next experiment was to tease apart receiving pairs of examples from comparing pairs of examples. Therefore, all the participants received the same pair of examples. The difference in conditions lay in whether the participants were told to compare the two cases or were simply asked questions about each case separately.
The second goal of the study was to explore the generality of our findings. It has been argued that psycho- Hammond, Seifert, & Gray, 1991) . Perhaps, for highly motivated participants, who are disposed to engage in active encoding, presenting separate cases would be as effective as inducing comparison. To test this possibly, we chose as participants masters of management students at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management. This is a highly motivated population at a school whose culture encourages working hard and being prepared. A further issue of generality concerns the transfer task. Whereas most prior research has focused on transfer from one written task to another written task, we studied transfer from a written worksheet to a two-party face-toface negotiation. Our study was conducted as part of a negotiation training class at Kellogg. In this training, participants study roles for a negotiation and then are paired with a partner who studied the opposing role; they must negotiate face to face to create an agreement. In our study, all the participants were given two brief written cases embodying contingency contracts and either compared them or considered them separately. Pairs of participants then negotiated with one another to reach an agreement on a case affording the opportunity to use the contingency contract strategy.
The third goal of the experiment was to address the possibility that presenting an abstract principle, rather than comparing examples, was the reason for some students' success in Experiment 1B. In Experiment 2, no principle was spelled out in detail. To investigate the effects of invoking an abstract principle, we gave half the participants labels for the principle; the other half received no mention of an abstract principle. Therefore, there were four conditions in this experiment, crossing anal ogical encoding (compare, no-compare) with principle labeling (label, no-label). Our main hypothesis was that the participants in the compare conditions, who were encouraged to analogically encode the principle, would be more likely to transfer the principle to their own negotiation. A further question was whether labeling the principle would promote transfer as well as, or instead of, analogical encoding. The key measure of interest was the participants' performance on the face-to-face negotiation. We chose a negotiation used in course training that involved a contingency contract. We focused on contingency contracts, because they are both exceptionally difficult to master and exceptionally important to becoming a skilled negotiator. Thus, if comparing cases enables participants to abstract a schema that will permit transfer, participants i n the compare conditions should produce more contingency contracts in their face-to-face negotiations than will those in the no-compare conditions. However, if calling attention to the principle is the main determinant of whether people extract a portable schema, participants in the label conditions should produce more contingency ANALOGICAL ENCODING 590 contracts in their negotiations than will those in the nolabel conditions.
Method
Participants. The participants were 116 masters of management students enrolled in a 10-week course in negotiation at Northwestern University's Kellogg Graduate School of Management. There were 14 dyads in the compare, label condition, 13 dyads in the compare, no-label condition, 16 dyads in the no-compare, label condition, and 15 dyads in the no-compare, no-label condition.
Materials and Procedure. All the students randomly received one of two roles to play in a negotiation (buyer or seller) and had a week to study their roles prior to class. Attached to the information that the students received in order to prepare for the negotiation were two (or three) pages of questions, the first of which was a cover sheet asking general questions about negotiation strategies. The remaining page(s) contained two 225-word summaries of cases involving contingency contracts (Appendix B). In the no-compare conditions, the participants read a case, were asked what had happened, and were asked to describe and evaluate the solution. They then turned the page to read the second case and answer the same questions in regard to it. In the compare conditions, the participants read both cases on one page. They answered the same questions as the no-compare participants, but for both cases simultaneously. They were also asked about similarities and key parallels between the cases. The label conditions differed from the no-label conditions only by consistently mentioning a term for the negotiation strategy (namely, a "bet"). The questions are listed in Table 2 .
One week after receiving these materials, the participants were assigned to pairs that engaged in a face-to-face negotiation whose structure allowed for making a contingency contract. All the pairs were chosen so that both members had been in the same training condition. The participants handed in their responses to the study questions prior to negotiating. They were given a maximum of 90 min to negotiate. They then completed and signed a contract stating the final terms of the agreement.
Results and Conclusions
Negotiation outcomes. The results of the negotiations, shown in Table 3 , bore out our prediction that maki ng a comparison promotes analogical transfer. The participants who explicitly compared the cases were three ti mes as likely to use contingency contracts as were those who responded separately [ x2(l, N= 58) = 6.913, p < 
No compare, Label
What is going on in this bet negotiation? Please describe the bet solution and say how successful you think it is.
Compare, No label
What is going on in these negotiations? Think about the similarities between these two cases. What are the key parallels in the two negotiations? Please describe the solution and say how successful you think it is.
Compare, Label
What is going on in these bet negotiations? Think about the similarities between these two cases of bets. What are the key parallels in the two negotiations which define what a bet is? Please describe the bet solution and say how successful you think it is. Thirteen of the 27 (48%) of the dyads in the compare conditions made contingency contracts, as compared with only 5 of the 31 (16%) of the dyads in the no-compare conditions. In contrast, there was no effect of principle labeling: Thirty percent of the dyads in the label conditions and 32% of those in the no-label conditions made contingency contracts. The nature of this study allows a somewhat unusual further prediction namely, that dyads in the compare conditions should reap more profit than those in the nocompare conditions, because using a contingency contract should result in a higher overall gain, across both parties, than using a compromise solution. Consistent with this reasoning, dyads not using contingency contracts grossed, on average, $985,000 from the portion of the negotiation directly relevant to the contingency contract, whereas dyads using the principle grossed, on average, $1,049,000, a $64,000 (6%) advantage [t(56) = 4.372,p <.00 1 ]. Thus, i f the compare dyads were more likely to transfer the schema they were taught, they should have achieved better negotiated agreements and higher gross gains. Dyads in the compare conditions gained an average of $5,000 (0.5%) more from the negotiation than dyads from the no-compare conditions, a nonsignificant difference in the hypothesized direction. Content analyses of the study responses. We explored what the participants derived from the training cases by examining their written responses to the questions about those cases. The first author and one rater blind to the hypothesis of the experiment rated the quality of the schemas derived from the training cases on a 3-point scale (0 = no aspect of the schema was present, 1 = some aspect of the schema was present, and 2 = the full contingency contract schema was present). The raters also judged whether the participants explicitly made a comparison or referred to the first training case when writing about the second training case. The raters agreed on 94% of their judgments. Once these ratings were made for individuals, a total score for schema quality was generated for each dyad (a simple sum of the individuals' scores, ranging from zero to five) so that this measure could be compared with the likelihood of generating contingency contracts. No differences in ratings were found between the label and the no-label conditions. Therefore, only the compare/no-compare conditions were contrasted. Some participants either did not turn in materials or neglected to write anything on the training materials, resulting in the omission of 8 dyads in the two compare conditions and 5 dyads in the two no-compare conditions. For the remaining dyads, 10 of the 19 (53%) dyads in the compare conditions made bets, as compared with 5 of the 26 (19%) in the no-compare conditions.
In support of the hypothesis that comparison leads to making generalizations, there was a difference in the quality of the schemas derived by the participants in the compare and the no-compare conditions (Table 4) . More dyads in the compare conditions (63%) had total schema ratings greater than 1.0 than did dyads in the no-compare conditions [19%; x 2(1, N = 45) = 9.012, p < . 005]. None of the dyads in the compare conditions had a total schema rating of zero, meaning no aspect of the contingent contract schema had been derived, whereas 42% (11/26) of the dyads in the no-compare conditions did. Despite highly similar instructions, comparing two examples, but not separately considering two examples, led participants to derive schemas.
Furthermore, there was a relationship between the quality of the schema that the participants abstracted from the cases and the likelihood of transfer. Dyads whose total schema rating was greater than 1.0 were more likely to make bets (53%) than were dyads whose total schema rating was 1.0 or less [28%; x 2 (l, N = 45) = 4.727, p <
. 05]. The trend was present in both the compare and the no-compare conditions: the greater the schema quality, the more likely the dyad was to make a contract by using that schema.
The participants' responses to questions in the learning materials were rated, to determine whether participants i n either condition made explicit comparisons between cases or references to the first case when writing about the second. Very few people (17%, or 9/5 2) in the no-compare conditions mentioned the first case when discussing the second. Rather, these participants tended to write about the particular details of each case. Some of the remindings led the no-compare participants to notice the similarity between the cases, but these remindings often resulted in poor statements of the commonalities (e.g., "both cases are about differences of opinion"). Other nocompare participants who experienced remindings stated that they disagreed with the strategy of betting (e.g., "Again, betting is too risky for issues on this scale"). In contrast, nearly everyone (87%, or 33/38) in the compare conditions wrote about the two cases together, typically i n language that evoked the contingency principle. The correlation between reminding (explicitly comparing the two cases) and the rated quality of the schema was high [r(45) = .539,p < .001].
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In two experiments, making a comparison during learning facilitated knowledge transfer in the domain of negotiation. In the first study, we found that undergraduates given intensive analogy-based training were able to override their dominant tendency to compromise, usi ng, instead, more profitable negotiation principles they had gained from the analogies. The second study utilized more advanced and motivated participants master of management students-as well as a more lifelike dependent measure, that of performance in a face-to-face negotiation. Here, too, the results showed that inducing analogical encoding often led the participants to transfer the negotiation principle contained in the study cases. These results are particularly striking in view of the subtlety of the manipulation. All the participants received the same study cases in quick succession. Nevertheless, the simple addition of instructions to compare the cases made a large difference in the degree of transfer. Across both experiments, analogy training always resulted in at least double the transfer rate and, in some cases, resulted i n a much greater increase.
We have suggested that comparison naturally leads to schema abstraction (Gentner & Wolff, 1998; also, Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Ross & Kennedy, 1990) . Consistent with this claim, we found that those participants who compared cases wrote better schemas than did those who considered them separately. We also expected that the quality of the derived schema would be positively related to the likelihood of transfer, and this tendency was found. In a similar prior study that replicated the present findi ng of an advantage for comparison over studying cases separately (Thompson, Gentner, & Loewenstein, in press), we also found that high schema quality led to increased transfer. These findings are consistent with prior indications that schema quality is related to transfer likelihood (Gick & Holyoak, 1983) .
Our finding, in Experiment 2, that even minimal comparison of two cases led to better transfer than consideri ng the two cases separately should be extended in future studies to other negotiation principles (e.g., tradeoffs). However, some generality for this effect may be claimed, because of its consistency with the findings of Ross and Kennedy (1990) . In their study, the participants learned several probability principles from examples. They were then given a series of analogous test problems and were cued on half of these to use a particular learning example to help arrive at a solution. This cuing should have prompted the participants to recall a specific learning example, compare it with their current problem, and create a generalization on the basis of those two problems-ANALOGICAL ENCODING 592 that is, it should have prompted analogical encoding. The critical portion of these studies was a second series of analogous test problems. The participants were more likely to approach a new test problem correctly if they had been cued to compare two examples having the same principle. These results suggest that merely receiving the two initial examples was not as effective as comparing them. Although the participants received two problems for each principle, they showed the greatest success in transferring those principles for which they had received the recall prompt, which, assumably, led them to consider the two initial problems simultaneously. This is consistent with the claim that comparison is a critical factor in learning for transfer. Deriving principles from examples. There is some evidence that asking people to abstract a general principle from a single example can be beneficial (Ahn, Brewer, & Mooney, 1992) . However, the labeling manipulation in Experiment 2-which might have been expected to call attention to the abstract principle-did not increase transfer likelihood. The labeling manipulation here was relatively subtle. However, in other studies with a methodology similar to those of Experiments I A and 1 B, we have used instructions that directly invite participants to link a statement of an abstract principle to an example. The results suggest that comparing examples leads to greater transfer than does receiving a principle and an example (Loewenstein, Gentner, & Thompson, 1999) .
There may be limits on learning via principles. Research carried out by Ross and his colleagues (e.g., Ross & Kilbane, 1997) suggests that unless there is a close connection between an example and a principle, people may not be able to take advantage of an abstract principle. Ross and Kilbane (1997) found that participants attempting to learn probability principles tended to recall previously learned examples, but if the principle was divorced from the example, they had difficulty applying it to the current problem.
Using analogies to improve case-based training. The traditional case-based method of instruction, heavily used in professional education in management, law, and medicine, typically presupposes that people can and will abstract portable schemas from individual examples. Yet, the results from Experiments I A and I B-as well as those from previous research-demonstrate that students typically show limited transfer of knowledge learned on the basis of receiving one example. Transfer is often restricted to literally similar situations that is, situations that are similar both structurally and on the surface-rather than to the broad range of cases that embody the same principle.
The results of Experiment 2 also make it clear that comparing cases is not automatic. The noncomparison participants evidently failed to draw parallels between the cases, despite the fact that they were given only two cases, that these cases were given sequentially (and were analogous), and that they wrote out solutions for the (structurally identical) cases. Thus, even when cases follow one after another, there is no guarantee that people will notice their commonalities. Introducing explicit comparison across multiple cases in professional training could lead to more effective learning and transfer.
These studies broaden the range of populations and tasks with which transfer has been investigated. We found a low rate of structural transfer in negotiation (the inert knowledge phenomenon), consistent with prior studies of transfer in problem solving. Equally important, we found that these difficulties in transfer occurred for relatively expert participants (the masters of management students), who were highly motivated to understand the materials. This argues against the claim that transfer failure results from unmotivated participants working on uninteresting problems.
However, although demonstrating the generality of failure to transfer might be viewed as a pessimistic finding, there are also grounds for optimism. We found evidence that comparing cases can improve transfer, and this finding also appears to be highly general (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Loewenstein & Gentner, 1997 . The simple manipulation of encouraging comparison among available cases may provide an immediately beneficial practice for instructors.
Conclusions. Our results indicate that (1) comparison can be illuminating, (2) potentially useful comparisons are easy to miss, even when the cases are juxtaposed, and (3) techniques that encourage analogical encoding can lead to better learning and transfer. Three issues emerge for further research. First is the issue of long-term transfer. We are currently investigating whether the benefits of analogical encoding persist over time (Loewenstein et al., 1 999) . A second issue is the pedagogical question of how much training is optimal. Analogy training had similar effects in our two experiments, despite great differences in degree of training, from step-by-step guidance in the first study to a bare suggestion to compare in the second study. It would be useful to know whether such minimal methods would be effective across a wider range of learners. A third issue is the problem of negative transfer-that is, the transfer of a principle to an inappropriate situation (see, e.g., Brown & Campione, 1983; Chen & Daehler, 1989; Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Novick, 1988; Novick & Holyoak, 1991; Ross, 1989a; Spiro, Feltovitch, Coulson, & Anderson, 1989) . In the experiments presented here, the principles learned from the examples were helpful for the problems at hand. But analogy is a two-edged sword: Any new learning powerful enough to yield correct solutions in appropriate contexts could potentially lead to i ncorrect solutions if misapplied. Future research should address whether the comparison technique leads to negative as well as to positive transfer. 
NOTES
1. A contingency contract is essentially a bet. In searching for a oneword label, however, we used the term safeguard with our undergraduate participants, rather than bet, after pilot studies using the term bet elicited reactions such as "I would never make a bet on a lease for my apartment." In contrast, the term safeguard did not appear to have any negative connotations for our participant population.
2. Although the difference for tradeoffs did not rise to significance, we have found significant effects in three follow-up studies.
APPENDIX A

•
The negotiation that you just saw was an example of a tradeoff. • A tradeoff is a type of negotiation agreement in which each party gets something that they really want by giving up something that they didn't care as much about.
• An example of a tradeoff comes from a story about two sisters fighting over a single orange. Their mother intervened, and in trying to settle the matter asked each sister why she wanted the orange.
Sister 1 wants: Sister 2 wants:
Orange Orange
• One sister replied: "because I want the peel to make muffins."
• The other sister said: "because I want to make juice."
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• She could peel the orange, give the peel to one of her children, and the inside to her other Orange Orange by, in effect, giving up something which she did not want.
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Another example of a tradeoff is:
The Sales and Marketing divisions of a large corporation are trying to decide where to have a major conference. Sales wants to go to a lodge in the mountains. Marketing, on the other hand, wants to go a major city .
They have considered the compromise of holding two conferences, but the added cost seems prohibitive and keeping the price of the conference down is of primary i mportance for both Sales and Marketing.
As they discuss the issue further, it comes out that what Sales really wants is to run the conference as a retreat, which requires having a location suitable to focusing on the work at hand. Furthermore, it comes out that Marketing wants to use the conference as an opportunity to promote the company image.
The two then agree on having a well-publicized conference located in the mountains.
Below are two diagrams. The first is a diagram of the negotiation that you just read. Please fill in the corresponding boxes in the second diagram such that it describes the transcript of the negotiation that you read. After filling in the boxes, please highlight the issues which formed the tradeoff by circling the issue on which the employer received his preference, and circling the issue on which the prospective received his preference. 
